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Project Updates

Racial Equity in Education -
Eman Zahid, Muslim Community Outreach Coordinator
The Coalition for Racial Equity in Education is working on passing motions regarding racial equity

issues at Ontario school boards. Volunteers and community members interested in the project can

access the training materials from our last training weekend using these links:

Parent Meeting Folder, click here. 

Students Meeting Folder, click here.

RECRUITING: We are recruiting the 2nd volunteer cohort, so if you are interested in participating

in the project, please fill out this form: https://form.jotform.com/210544427161246

South Asian Vaccine Engagement Collaborative -
Wardah Malik, Vaccine Engagement Coordinator
With the change of season, vaccine engagement is more centered on online spaces. CASSA’s

team, including the new addition of Nimra Aftab (nimra@cassa.on.ca), remains focused on

creating content that address the concerns of the South Asian community. New releases will begin
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on the week of October 11 th and will include infographics on vaccine passports, the City’s new

requirements, and third dose concerns. New videos will also be added to the CASSA’s online

platforms which explain the raising number of cases and what we can do to protect ourselves and

our families. Lastly, the Hub is undergoing changes and site maintenance and will be re-launched

with a new campaign that explores the different experience of the pandemic through storytelling.

Please keep a look out for these releases and reach out to wardah@cassa.on.ca if you have story

to share about the pandemic and its affect on your community.

Click here to view the full playlist of vaccine education videos available in 4 different
languages: English, Punjabi, Tamil, and Urdu.

Vaccine Myths vs Facts  
Vaccine Education Series

Hate Crime Reporting -
Lakhdeep Dhaliwal, Hate Crime Reporting Project Coordinator
The hate crime reporting project reached another milestone this month with community focus

groups underway in Peel region. Community members are invited to contribute experiences

of hate incident reporting in these focus groups while CASSA facilitators educate and

demystify that process by clarifying legal definitions of hate, community responses to hate, and

police service protocols of reporting hate. October will see a continued community input via focus

groups in Peel region before shifting the focus to York region, Toronto region, and Ottawa regions.

In concert with the community focus groups, the CASSA community survey on hate incident

reporting will remain live until December. This survey is for residents of Peel, York, Toronto, and
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Ottawa to share experiences of hate anonymously and ultimately aims to quantify the qualitative

story of hate incident reporting in these communities. 

lakhdeep@cassa.on.ca

We are excited to launch our hate crime

reporting survey, where we hope to

anonymously capture the voice of community

members in Toronto, Peel region, York region

and Ottawa on hate incident reporting. What

is a hate incident? Where do hate incidents

occur? Why do some in the community report

hate incidents while others do not? How can

hate incident reporting be improved upon?

This survey only takes 5-10 minutes to

complete, and those who complete the

survey will receive a $10 gift card as an

honorarium. 

CASSA is also seeking community organizations and agencies from the four regions who are

interested in doing 30-minute focus groups with staff, members and/or program participants on

hate crime reporting. All focus groups participants will receive a $20 gift card as an honorarium.

If you are interested in doing a focus group with us, please email lakhdeep@cassa.on.ca.

Gender-based Violence Project -
Dinoba Kirupa, Gender-based Violence
Project Coordinator
The gender-based violence research project

is well on its way. September consisted of all

partner organizations coordinating efforts for

upcoming focus groups with their clients.

Flyers and a pre-screening survey were

made and translated to five languages,

including Urdu, Bangla, Tamil, Punjabi, and

English. Data collection will now take place

throughout October. This will consist of both

focus groups, which will be conducted by all

partner agencies to obtain anecdotal

evidence, and interviews with their executive

directors, which will be done by CASSA. A

long survey, which has also been translated
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into five languages, will be distributed prior to

or during focus groups for more data.

dinoba@cassa.on.ca

Anti-Hate Initiatives -
Maryam Faisal, Project Manager
Today marks the beginning of CASSA’s

#EradicateHate campaign - geared towards

bringing awareness to online hate issues and

how we as individuals and communities can

act in response. Over the next few months,

we will share infographics, illustrations, as

well as a reflection game to share with

friends, family, and colleagues, and most

importantly, our well awaited and extensive

Anti-Hate toolkit, compiled with the help of

community organizations, community

activists, and experts. Share these graphics

on your stories, retweet onto your timeline,

and repost on your news feeds. Stay tuned!

Art by Sharon Liang. maryam@cassa.on.ca

Save the Date: Annual General Meeting

CASSA's Annual General Meeting is taking

place virtually this year on October 20, 2021

from 5-7 pm.

To RSVP, please email

abiagom@cassa.on.ca. 
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Support Statement for PDSB Anti-Islamophobia Strategy

The Council of Agencies Serving South

Asians (CASSA) congratulates the Peel

District School Board (PDSB) for passing the

motion championed by CASSA, Urban

Alliance on Race Relations (UARR), and the

National Council of Canadian Muslims

(NCCM); and put forward by Trustee Nokha

Dakroub to develop and adopt an anti-

Islamophobia strategy and mandate anti-

Islamophobia training for all staff.

Read the full statement here. 

Messages from Members
Digital Anti-Racism 2 (DARE2)
Education Workshops - CCMW,
OCASI
CCMW will be hosting its first PHASE 2

Community workshop, which is a part of the

Digital Anti-Racism Education 2 (DARE 2)

Project funded by the Government of

Canada. The 2-series virtual workshop is

being held in partnership with OCASI (Ontario

Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants) and

is open to the larger community. The October

20 workshop will focus on Anti-Islamophobia

1O1 and the October 27 workshop will

focus on Countering Cyberhate 1O1.

Participants can register for the workshop at:

https://bit.ly/DARE2OCASI
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Afghan Settlement Hotline -
WoodGreen
We are excited to have started the Afghan

Settlement Hotline (ASH) helping Afghan

Refugees access community and related

supports in English and Dari/Farsi/Pashto

from September 27. Starting Sept 27, 2021,

Afghan refugees can call our hotline to speak

with expert Settlement Counsellors who are

available to provide settlement help and

support. 

South Asian Risk Assessment Clinic - SANSAR
The South Asian Cardiovascular Risk Assessment Clinic went on hiatus at the beginning of the

pandemic. SANSAR is pleased to announce that the clinic has been completely overhauled to be

offered as a virtual or live clinic, based on patient preference. The new clinic will open to patients

as of September this year, and patients from across Ontario are now eligible for virtual

consultations upon referral by a physician.

Learn more here.
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#Hate2Healing Campaign - CCMW
October marks Islamic Heritage Month and

the Canadian Council of Muslim Women

(CCMW) launches a unique initiative to raise

awareness on and take action against hate,

racism, and Islamophobia.

We invite you to join us on our #Hate2Healing

journey by sharing, retweeting, and promoting

campaign posts a from your individual and/or

organizational social media platforms.

Young Women aged 18–24 are most likely to experience the most severe forms of online abuse

including stalking, sexual harassment, and physical threats (Pew Research Center, October 2014)

 — this needs to end. The #Hate2Healing campaign includes a powerful video that captures this

trauma of online hate in the story of Noor, a young woman in Canada whose experience with

online hate should cause us all to feel the need to act. Watch the video at: www.daretobeaware.ca

Pin your Pink this October - Breast
Cancer Society of Canada

October is International Breast Cancer

Awareness month and the Breast Cancer

Society of Canada is asking businesses to

lend a hand and support life-saving breast

cancer research by displaying a Pin Your Pink

donation box with pink ribbons. The free Pin

Your Pink kit comes with this adorable box,

250 ribbons and a 4" X 6" window cling.

Ribbons can be purchased with cash or by

simply scanning the QR code.

Order your Pin Your Pink kit before August 31

at DressForTheCause.ca The Breast Cancer

Society of Canada | bcsc.ca |1-800-567-8767
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Althea Therapy - Althea Therapy
Services
A little more about Althea Therapy

Althea Therapy was created by Hamilton-

raised mental-health advocate, Micheline

Khan, to close the gap for Black, Indigenous,

and People of Color (BIPOC) in accessing

therapists who share the same cultural

background. The app launched in April of this

year (2021) and provides BIPOC individuals

with a space to search for and connect with

BIPOC mental health and wellness

professionals in their area. Additionally, the

app is a resource hub with information,

education, and engagement on mental health

and wellness topics, shared through the app,

on the Althea Therapy website, and through

the Althea Therapy weekly newsletter. 

Learn more here.

 

Opportunities

Right Fit for You - Job Skills
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The Right Fit for You program is a twenty-week program targeted to support York Region and

Peel Region youth with disabilities in overcoming barriers to employment.

The Right Fit for You program is available at no cost and offers the following:

• A customized 20-week learning environment using online and small group sessions.

• A dedicated social worker/facilitator team to improve your ability to meet life and employment

goals.

• Skills training, mentoring, work experience placements, referrals and follow-up support.

Find out more or register at:

Click here to learn more or register now.

Participants Needed: Women With
High Blood Pressure in Pregnancy -

University Health Network

Researchers at University Health Network

and University of Calgary are recruiting

ethno-culturally diverse women who had

high blood pressure during pregnancy,

recently or many years ago. The study

involves a one-time 20-minute phone call to

discuss how a pre-formed list of questions

might help women talk to their doctor about

high blood pressure in pregnancy and heart

health. Women will receive a $50 e-gift card.

Please contact

jessica.ramlakhan@uhnresearch.ca to ask

questions or express interest.
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Volunteer Posting: Law Students -
MLSC

MLSC is currently looking for two volunteer

law students to assist the MLSC 6 hours a

week with client intakes and help develop a

database of outreach and referral resources.

Both students require an advanced

understanding of the challenges faced by

Muslim clients.

All interested candidates are requested to

contact the MLSC with an expression of

interest and resume in one document- not

more than 3 pages to

mlsc.coordination@gmail.com

Job Posting: Communications
Coordinator - MLSC

This is a 6-month contract for a part-time

position of 15 hours per week at $20.00 per

hour. The Communications Coordinator is

expected to work from home within a

remote/virtual setting until further notice.

MLSC promotes flexible working hours as

part of the organizational growth, by

encouraging work- life balance, and higher

job satisfaction. However, the scheduling of

staff hours will be subject to negotiation with

the Director and any extension of

employment beyond 6 months is subject to

funding.

If interested, contact the MLSC with an

expression of interest, three professional

references and resume in one document -

not more than 4 pages (word or pdf)

to mlsc.coordination@gmail.com by Friday,

October 15, 2021.
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Volunteers Needed - Ontario Cervical
Screening Program

Ontario Health (Cancer Care Ontario) is

looking for volunteers to help improve their

new cervical cancer messages. Do an

interview and get a $30 gift card as a

thank you. Find out more here:

https://www.cancercareontario.ca/en/get-

checked-cancer/volunteers-needed-cervical-

messages.

Participants Needed:
SafeHandsSafeHearts - University of

Toronto

#SafeHandsSafeHearts is a partnership

between Women's Health In Women's Hands

and The University of Toronto Factor-

Inwentash Faculty of Social Work (FIFSW)

aiming to support sexual and gender minority

communities amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

The project involves 3 online counselling

sessions to increase COVID-19 knowledge

and protective behaviours, and reduce

pandemic stress (anxiety, depression,

loneliness). 

We encourage any adults over the age of 18 who identify as LGBTQIA+ to apply. In addition to

receiving the counselling service, participants will be compensated $30 per session (3 sessions

+ 2 survey = $150). To apply, please fill out the screening survey here:

http://www.safehandssafehearts.com/ca. Please reach out to shshstudy@whiwh.com should you

have questions about the project.
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Combatting Epilepsy Misconceptions - Epilepsy Toronto 

Here is a new COVID-19 Vaccine Bulletin, developed by doctors in partnership with settlement

organizations, in 8 languages. It’s the first in a series, addressing questions about the vaccine.

Epilepsy Toronto is offering interactive online workshops that dispel myths and misconceptions

about epilepsy.

Topics include: Epilepsy 101, Seizure First Aid and Epilepsy Toronto Services. Hear client stories

of their lived experience with epilepsy. For further information, please email

leah@epilepsytoronto.org

Important News

NHS analysis showed the awareness of a range of potential cancer symptoms was in each case

lower among South Asians than for the general public. For instance, only 58 per cent of South

Asians knew that tummy troubles for three weeks or more could be signs of cancer, compared to

71 per cent for the general public. Only 59 per cent were aware diarrhoea for three weeks or more

could also be a sign, in comparison to 73 per cent of the general public.

“If you see any unusual changes like lumps, bleeding, weight loss, tiredness or loss of appetite,

South Asians least likely to recognise cancer symptoms, research
finds
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get it checked immediately – it could be a sign of cancer, finding cancer early makes it more

treatment and can save lives,” Dr Sood advised. Read more

A new study has found that multi-system inflammatory syndrome, a rare but serious immune

response that has predominantly been reported in children, can also occur in adults after acute

COVID-19 infection. The study, conducted by researchers with the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC), found that multi-system inflammatory syndrome in adults (MIS-A)

can present approximately four weeks after contracting COVID-19 with "heterogeneous clinical

symptoms." Read more here.

“Our study is a prospective cohort study, meaning we enroll participants at the community

vaccination clinics being held in South Asian ‘hot spots’ such as Brampton, and the rest of the

GTA, and follow them forward in time to collect contextual information including their living and

work conditions, clinical and health care access information," said Anand. "This study will allow us

to understand where there is hesitancy, use the science to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of

Health Canada approved COVID-19 vaccines, and lead to more people within the South Asian

community making the choice to accept this life-saving vaccine"

To read more, click here.

South Asian creators, like other people of colour in the film and television industries, need to have

the same opportunities to succeed and fail that are afforded to white people, Niazi said. She

pointed to the "glass cliff" theory, which states that during a high-stakes crisis, people of colour

and women are favoured for promotions, setting them up for failure from the beginning. Click here

to read more.

 

MIS can develop in adults after acute COVID-19 infection, study finds

Study of COVID-19 vaccine effectiveness on South Asian community

South Asian Canadian creators making mark off-screen — as crucial
as being in front of the camera
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